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Singapore 

 Land Area :715.8 sq. 
km 
 Total Population : 5.312 

million  
 Population Density 

(2012) : 7,422 persons 
per sq. km 

2 
2 

2 



…..a water-stressed country  

 In 2005 Singapore was 
officially classified as a 
“water-stressed” country by 
the  World Resources Institute 
(WRI’s 2005 Report) 

 Highlighted that the country 
has only 139 m3 per capita of 
annual renewable water 
resources within its 
boundaries, which is far less 
than the average of Asia’s 
3,947.6 m3 and the world’s 
8,209.9 m3 
 

 Average Annual Rainfall: 2400 mm 
 Water Demand: 1.3 mil m3 per day 
 Supply of water and modern sanitation: 

100% 
 Unaccounted for Water: 5% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Its annual internal renewable water resource per capita is 135.3 m3 in 2007 which is far less than the average of Asia’s 3,947.6 m3 and the World’s 8,209.9 m3. In this situation one of the utmost challenges for Singapore is how to store the rainfall as much as possible on its limited land areas.Rainfall global average 1050 mm



Imported Water from Malaysia 

 Water from Malaysia was ensured 
by two agreements - the 1961 and 
1962 Agreements which allow 
Singapore to draw up draw up to 
336 million gallons per day (1.53 
million m3) 

 The 1961 agreement has expired, 
while the 1962 agreement will 
expire in 2061 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Sustainable Water Resource 
Management in Singapore 

Source: Public Utilities Board  



Diversifying water sources 
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  Imported Water          Local Catchments          NEWater                Desalination 

  

Protected 
Catchment 

Unprotected 
Catchment 

Urban 
Stormwater 
Collection 
System 



NEWater 

 Singapore Water Reclamation Study 
(NEWater Study) initiated in 1998 

 In 2000, a prototype NEWater plant began 
 Uses advanced dual membrane (Ultra 

filtration and Reverse Osmosis) and 
Ultraviolet disinfection system 

 After two years of monitoring, NEWater has 
been certified to be in line with the 
parameters and standards set by the US 
Environmental Protection Agency and the 
World Health Organization 

 Now supplies high grade water primarily for 
non-potable applications, e.g. to  wafer 
fabrication plants, high-end electronic 
companies and cooling towers. 
 
 



The Process: three stages  
 First, the water undergoes 

microfiltration, where it is pushed 
through hollow fibre tubes with pores 
that trap particles and bacteria. 

 Next, water molecules are pushed 
through a membrane that weeds out 
smaller contaminants like organic 
compounds and viruses, in a process 
called reverse osmosis. 

 Finally, the water is disinfected with 
ultraviolet light that kills microbes that 
have slipped through. 

 At the end, chemicals are added to the 
water to restore its pH balance, while 
the by-products that remain are mixed 
with treated effluent and discharged. 
 

 
 Most of the Newater goes 

to industries that require 
very pure water. 

 2 to 3 % is mixed in with 
water in the reservoirs, 
which is treated and turned 
into drinking water 

Reverse osmosis membranes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The solution came after decades of research. Over that time, the cost of treatment technology came down and the technology also improved to use less energy. That made purifying wastewater to such high standards more cost-effective. PUB's deputy director of technology, Mr Puah Aik Num, says: "All along, we had the idea to use every drop more than once. We also studied desalination in the 1990s, but that was very expensive. Membranes used half the energy that desalination did, and the economics changed.“ 2 to 3 % depending on how dry the weather is - is mixed in with water in the country's reservoirs, which is treated and turned into drinking water.



Toward Self-Sufficiency 
• Today, production capacity has 

increased nearly eightfold, 
from 15 million gallons a day 
to 117 million gallons a day, 
putting Singapore on track to 
achieve near self-sufficiency  

• By 2060, Newater is expected 
to meet up to 55 per cent of 
Singapore's water needs, 
which are projected to double 
from the current 400 million 
gallons a day to almost 800 
million gallons 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top: Bottles of Newater roll off the production plant, ready to be sold - and drunkSource: ST FILE PHOTO 22nd June 2013



Community 
Support  
• Political leaders, grassroots and 

community leaders played a critical 
role to promote and support  

• At national celebrations and cultural 
festivals, they led the way in making it 
a point to drink Newater in public, to 
show confidence in the reclaimed 
water. 

• Home-grown companies such as water 
treatment firm Hyflux helped promote 
the Newater brand to the world  
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Taxi driver: "I will drink it as long as it's clean. 
If I drink it often enough, I'll get used to it." 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The success of Newater, however, has not only been about the success of membrane technology. Community and corporate efforts also played a  role in helping the country push the idea that reclaimed water was safe to drink.



Economic Spinoffs  
 In 2006, Singapore's Government 

began to put money (S$470 
million) into growing its local 
environment and water industry, 
doubling the number of water 
firms to 100.  

 Attracted companies from around 
the globe and sent home-grown 
firms out to the world. 

 Israeli water treatment firm 
Desalitech is testing a new 
desalination method at a Newater 
plant 

 Singapore's Flagship Ecosystems 
has built a centralised effluent 
treatment plant in the 
Bangladeshi capital of Dhaka. 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The success of Newater has gone beyond Singapore's shores, as water increasingly becomes a big business across the globe.



Desalinated Water 
 In 2005, SingSpring, a subsidiary of Hyflux, commenced operation 

of the first desalination plant in Singapore 
 Capacity to produce 30 million gallons (136,000 m3) per day 
 By 2060, desalination will be able to supply  25 per cent of the local 

demand 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tuas2060: Newater 55%, desalination 25%, and reservoirs and imported water the remainder.



Expanding the local water 
catchment  

  

Protected 
Catchment Unprotected 

Catchment 

Urban 
Stormwater 
Collection 
System 

Urban 
Stormwater 
Collection 
System 

http://www.google.com.sg/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=McjXKA1EZm6MyM&tbnid=QAHRA616HbcgzM:&ved=0CAgQjRwwAA&url=http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Upper_Seletar_Reservoir_5,_Oct_05.JPG&ei=L4LHUfehPMjRrQfq_4D4BA&psig=AFQjCNG7GH1J8T2tbWQR99EwCW3nkXnK2A&ust=1372115888093594
http://www.google.com.sg/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=IJ_g8N72_1bgzM&tbnid=yAhMmylkQY7teM:&ved=0CAgQjRwwAA&url=http://www.flickr.com/photos/snapsg/2570305582/&ei=iILHUeroJcHlrAeAnoGgBg&psig=AFQjCNHudtEeEYcbaPu-k7GbwoiTU4xXHg&ust=1372115976724979


Marina Barrage 
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Barrage serve three purposes: water supply,  flood control (stabilize 
water level), new lifestyle activities 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Barrage consists of nine crest gates which block out the tides.  Su Pei Lin, project engineer for Marina Barrage, said, “It was indeed exciting to be a part of every stage of the construction of the Marina Barrage. The most memorable moment for me was the installation of the crest gates. Each gate is 30 metres wide, five metres high, and weighs 70 tonnes, roughly the weight of 1,000 men. It had to be lifted from a barge outside the working area and lowered onto a concrete bedding with nine pivots. We then had to install nine pivot pins to lock the gate into position. The whole operation had to be carried out with little room for mistakes. In fact, the tolerance for mistakes was two millimetres - almost precision engineering.”�

http://www.pub.gov.sg/marina/Pages/images/catchment.jpg
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Marina Bay: from Reservoir to Bay of Celebration  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most important part of the ABC Waters ProgramBuilt across the mouth of the Marina Channel, the Marina Barrage creates Singapore's 15th reservoir, and the first in the heart of the city. With a catchment area of 10,000 hectares, or one-sixth the size of Singapore, the Marina catchment is the island's largest and most urbanised catchment. Together with two other new reservoirs, the Marina Reservoir will boost Singapore's water catchment from half to two-thirds of the country's land area by 2011.The Marina Barrage is a dam built across the 350-metre wide Marina Channel to keep out seawater, forming Singapore's first reservoir in the city and 15th reservoir. Marina Reservoir combines with the future Punggol and Serangoon reservoirs will increase Singapore's water catchment areas from half to two-thirds of Singapore's land areas. ��On 20 November 2010, the Marina Reservoir was commissioned by Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew as a freshwater reservoir, augmenting Singapore’s water supply for generations to come. Desalting had begun in April 2009 through natural replacement by rainwater. ��As one of the pillars of local water supply, Marina Reservoir will meet more than 10% of Singapore's current water demandFlood Control��Flood ControlThe Marina Barrage is part of a comprehensive flood control scheme to alleviate flooding in the low-lying areas in the city such as Chinatown, Boat Quay, Jalan Besar and Geylang. ��During heavy rain, the series of nine crest gates at the dam will be activated to release excess storm water into the sea when the tide is low. Lifestyle attractionAs the water in the Marina Basin is unaffected by the tides, its water level will be kept constant all year round. This is ideal for all kinds of recreational activities such as boating, windsurfing, kayaking and dragonboating etc��In the case of high tide, giant pumps which are capable of pumping an Olympics-size swimming pool per minute will drain excess storm water into the sea. ���

http://www.google.com.sg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=HjP2Sx96VeGj4M&tbnid=_kplFMVdolb9VM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://app.youth.sg/Home/Articles.aspx?id=1925&ei=NIbHUejgE4PJrAeFsYH4Cw&psig=AFQjCNGz_sdqoTr2EGYADkJxPp5tMRW2AA&ust=1372116866300697


Water 
Conservation 

Strategy 

Pricing 
 
 
 

 Voluntary 
 
 

Mandatory 
 
 
 

Reflect the strategic importance 
and scarcity value of water 

Promote ownership of water 
conservation Cut down on excessive 

flow and wastage of water 

Source: PUB 

Managing Demand: Singapore’s Water 
Conservation Strategy 
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Water Consumption 
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 The water tariff for households is $1.17 per cubic 
metre (below 40m3) and $1.40 per cubic metre (above 
40m3) 

 

Domestic water 
consumption 
per capita 

Unit 2009 2010 2011 
Liters/ 
day 

155 154 153 



Monitoring Household Consumption 
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Note: Average consumption is computed based on total consumption divided by total number of accounts in the 
respective premise types. 

Source: Singapore Power Ltd 

  
 
  
    
    
 
 



Water Consumption Trends  

Source: Singapore Department of Statistics 2007 and Tay, 2008.  

 



 Source: National Climate Change Secretariat  
 http://app.nccs.gov.sg/nccs-2012/preparing-singapore-areas-of-work-in-progress.html?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1 

 

Complete Water Cycle  

Rain 
Sea 

Treatment of 
used water  

Collection of 
used water  

Supply of water to 
population and industries   

Treatment of raw 
to potable water   

Collection of rainfall in 
drains and reservoirs   

Stormwater  
management  

NEWater  

Desalination  

Indirect potable water   

Direct non potable water   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PUB Manages the Complete Water CycleFrom sourcing, collection, purification and supply of drinking water, to treatment of used water and turning it into NEWater, drainage of storm water

http://app.nccs.gov.sg/nccs-2012/preparing-singapore-areas-of-work-in-progress.html?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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ABC Waters Program 

 To develop the water bodies beyond 
their functional use as resources for 
water collection, storage and drainage 
into vibrant, clean and aesthetically 
pleasing lifestyle attractions where 
recreational and communal bonding 
activities can take place;  

 Bring people closer to water so that 
    they can better appreciate it as a 

precious resource 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduced in 2006Aims to transform utilitarian infrastructural assets such as drains, canals and reservoirs into beautiful and clean streams, rivers and lakes “bounding with vibrancy”To develop the water bodies beyond their functional use as resources for water collection, storage and drainage into vibrant, clean and aesthetically pleasing lifestyle attractions where recreational and communal bonding activities can take place; To tap ideas, expertise and resources from the People-Public-Private (3P) in developing and managing the catchments and water bodies as new community spaces, while continuing to safeguard the water quality and safety to the community; To act as an umbrella programme for integrating and holistically managing all initiatives involving catchments and water bodies; and To get community closer to the water and instill stewardship



 
The ABC Waters Program is 
about…. 
  Active 
 Providing new community space 
 Bringing people closer to the waters  
 Developing a sense of ownership of Singapore’s 

waters, public education  

 Beautiful 
 Integrating reservoirs and waterways with the 

urban landscape’ 
 Creating aesthetically pleasing lifestyle attractions 

 Clean 
 Improving water quality  
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Source: PUB 

 
People-water relationships, beyond function, 

value creation, improve quality of life 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building people-water relationshipBeyond function



 Comprehensive Master Plans 
 Appoint Watershed Managers 
 Involving people & communities to participate in water activities 
 Work with public agencies & private sector to harness the full 

potential of the waterways 
 Harnessing technologies to improve water quality (e.g. recirculation, WSUD, 

wetlands) 
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Implementation of the Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 15 successful ABC Waters projects around the island, and three more by the end of 2011. In the next 10 to 15 years, over 100 ABC Waters proposals have been identified for implementation. These are guided by an island-wide ABC Waters Master Plan unveiled in 2007The Plan will take 10 to 15 years to implementCover 7,000 kilometers of waterways Identified  over 100 sites in the whole island3 Master Plans: Western, Central and Eastern Catchments



ABC Waters Master Plan 2007 

In 2011  there are a total of 23 ABC Waters projects around the island. In the next 10 to 
15 years, over 100 ABC Waters proposals have been identified for implementation.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comprehensive Master PlansAppoint Watershed ManagersInvolving people & communities to participate in water activitiesWork with public agencies & private sector to harness the full potential of the waterwaysHarnessing technologies to improve water quality (e.g. recirculation, WSUD, wetlands)



A. Public Sector 
 Inter-agency working committees and feedback 

to the master plan. 
 

 

Stakeholders’ Involvement : 3 P   

B. Private Sector 
 Watershed consultants from private firms, 

international experts, workshops and 
seminars for publiic, planning and building 
control guidelines (Green Mark) for architects 
and developers 
 C. People Sector 

 Exhibitions, community workshops, schools 
and institutions 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_DS_e_llTuDE/TSH7uID5EZI/AAAAAAAAAwo/FgrFwO10CTg/s1600/PC110092.JPG


Ang Mo Kio – Bishan Park  
 The 62 hectare Ang 

Mo Kio-Bishan Park 
was once home to a 
2.7km stretch of the 
Kallang River which 
was channelled 
through a straight 
concrete canal 

 Atelier Dreiseitl and 
CH2MHill have 
converted this 
waterway into a 
winding stream which 
meanders through 
greenery and foliage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Public Utilities Board (PUB) has opened up and developed its water bodies for recreational activities. The Active, Beautiful and Clean (ABC) Waters Programme is one such initiative, where the objective is to break down some of the harsh concrete walls of water canals, and landscape them for better integration with surrounding parks and green space. The pilot project, completed in April 2008 along the Kallang River, complements a park connector, and demonstrates how such projects can dramatically transform Singapore’s landscape and enhance green and water-based recreational space for the residents.Main features is the restoration of the concrete canal into a naturalized river with bio-engineered river edges using a variety of plants and bedding materials. The naturalized river will meander through the park and bring park users closer to the waterThe new Bishan Park will be home to diverse wildlife, and native vegetation, with existing water bodies in the park playing an important role in promoting their growth. Envisioned that the redevelopment of the park will both engage the public and foster a sense of communal ownership and appreciation for our water resources.�



Returning a water course to nature 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cities being key economic hubs need to be especially resilient to vulnerability to climatic variability in order to maintain their economic stability and provide for their local population. However, their economic activity and population consumption patterns are also responsible for the emissions of GHG that are linked to climate change. Thus cities have to take a stand where they need to mitigate climate change through reducing their own emissions, while at the same time improve their adaptive capacity by developing greater resilience to climate change. This is where city governance can play a major role. Regardless of national level policy, city governments can implement strategies for mitigation and adaptation based on their GHG inventories and vulnerability analysis respectively. Cities can actively pursue a positive role in greening the economy and making themselves more energy efficient which will not only reduce their GHG emissions but also foster overall greater sustainability. At the same time, city governments can improve the adaptive capacity of the city to prepare for extreme climate events, taking anticipatory rather than reactive roles, by adaptive measures which are incorporated into the city’s planning in order to foster a climate resilient future. Based on this understanding, the climate change theme’s assessment framework takes a three pronged approach where Climate Mitigation, Adaptation and Governance are assessed as summarised below:



Project 
Testbedding 

28 
Transition of the testbed from the time of construction in January 2009 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kallang River-Bishan Park Test bedAlthough the use of bioengineering techniques as a method of slope stabilization is common in European countries, it is the first time that such techniques are being used in Singapore. Hence, a test bed was carried out in Bishan Park to monitor the performance of such a system in our tropical climate. The most suitable techniques, taking into account the slope of the river bank, type of plants as well as planned recreational activities in the proximity, will be eventually used in the main park design.The test bed, 60 metres in length, is located beside the dog run area in Bishan Park 2. Approximately 10 different types of bioengineering techniques were tested. The river flow from an existing outlet drain was diverted to the test bed to simulate flows during dry weather and heavy rain. It will later be modified to replace the existing concrete outlet drain at the completion of the Bishan Park project.Results of a 6-month monitoring period of the test bed following its installation in Feb 2009 have been encouraging, and the data collected have been used to refine the design for the naturalization of the canal at Bishan Park

http://www.pub.gov.sg/abcwaters/Publications/Documents/Overview_Plan.pdf


Bringing back biodiversity 
Enhancing ecological functions 

Images courtesy of Atelier Dreiseitl Asia 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cities being key economic hubs need to be especially resilient to vulnerability to climatic variability in order to maintain their economic stability and provide for their local population. However, their economic activity and population consumption patterns are also responsible for the emissions of GHG that are linked to climate change. Thus cities have to take a stand where they need to mitigate climate change through reducing their own emissions, while at the same time improve their adaptive capacity by developing greater resilience to climate change. This is where city governance can play a major role. Regardless of national level policy, city governments can implement strategies for mitigation and adaptation based on their GHG inventories and vulnerability analysis respectively. Cities can actively pursue a positive role in greening the economy and making themselves more energy efficient which will not only reduce their GHG emissions but also foster overall greater sustainability. At the same time, city governments can improve the adaptive capacity of the city to prepare for extreme climate events, taking anticipatory rather than reactive roles, by adaptive measures which are incorporated into the city’s planning in order to foster a climate resilient future. Based on this understanding, the climate change theme’s assessment framework takes a three pronged approach where Climate Mitigation, Adaptation and Governance are assessed as summarised below:



Bringing back the community 

Images courtesy of Atelier Dreiseitl Asia 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cities being key economic hubs need to be especially resilient to vulnerability to climatic variability in order to maintain their economic stability and provide for their local population. However, their economic activity and population consumption patterns are also responsible for the emissions of GHG that are linked to climate change. Thus cities have to take a stand where they need to mitigate climate change through reducing their own emissions, while at the same time improve their adaptive capacity by developing greater resilience to climate change. This is where city governance can play a major role. Regardless of national level policy, city governments can implement strategies for mitigation and adaptation based on their GHG inventories and vulnerability analysis respectively. Cities can actively pursue a positive role in greening the economy and making themselves more energy efficient which will not only reduce their GHG emissions but also foster overall greater sustainability. At the same time, city governments can improve the adaptive capacity of the city to prepare for extreme climate events, taking anticipatory rather than reactive roles, by adaptive measures which are incorporated into the city’s planning in order to foster a climate resilient future. Based on this understanding, the climate change theme’s assessment framework takes a three pronged approach where Climate Mitigation, Adaptation and Governance are assessed as summarised below:



Conclusion 

 From scarcity (dependence) to almost self sufficiency 
 From grey infrastructure to green infrastructure 
 From cost to value 
• Multiple values to the city: social: recreation, culture/history, community interaction and 

bonding, health, wellbeing; environment: ecology, micro-climate; urban:  aesthetics, 
amenity, lifestyle; economy: employment, city competitiveness, property value  

 From mono-use to multi-functionality 
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Water as both an economic and social good  
- water infrastructure as engineering elements but also amenities 
that contribute to social life and community wellbeing  



Thank you  
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